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Hong Kong doesn’t have a wild west, but our equally wild and empty 
equivalent is the “frontier zone,” or “closed area” as it’s sometimes called 
– 2,800 hectares against the Chinese border, long closed off to the 
public. The area – including Sha Tau Kok, Lo Wu and Lok Ma Chau 
– was closed off 56 years ago as a kind of “demilitarized zone” between 
Hong Kong and China. It's a strange sight: the frontier zone is mostly 
rural, but it rubs shoulders with the skyscrapers of Shenzhen, one of 
China’s fastest growing cities.

This arrangement hasn’t made the indigenous villagers who live 
there happy. Few visitors mean little business, and most villagers have 
moved beyond the boundary to make a living in Hong Kong. In the 
words of Sha Tau Kok district councilor Wan Wo-fai, “This is a land of 
no hope.” 

But hope may be rekindled – the government released a plan last 
year to open up 2,000 hectares of the area (see map, p.8). A 30-month 
study on what to do with the land has started, and the gates to the 
closed area will be opened in 2010 (see sidebar on p.10). 

The planning department is still deciding what to do with the 
frontier (and they want your opinion), but what’s there already? 
Well, thanks to the lack of development, the place is full of historical 
buildings, centuries-old villages and some of Hong Kong’s most 
spectacular environmental treasures. Here are a few. 

The Last Frontier
The closed area near the border will be opened in three years. 
Winnie Yeung gets there first 

Sha Tau Kok
Going to Sha Tau Kok is a pain in the ass. Not only is it a two-
hour journey from Hong Kong Island, you can’t get in unless 
you apply for a permit, which requires a villager to sign an 
application form for you. At the checkpoint, which is surrounded 
by fences, the police board all buses to check permits. It’s like 
visiting a prison. 
 Because of this, Sha 
Tau Kok is pretty much 
a ghost town. Most of 
the shops are closed 
during the day because 
there is little business to 
conduct. The only busy 
premises are the 30 
mahjong parlors and the 
two elderly homes. Life 
is simply not the same 
anymore. Mr. Chan, who has been cooking his famous wonton 
noodles for decades, says business was much beteer before 
1997. Back then, he would sell a hundred bowls a day. Now he 
sells about 20. That's why rent and property prices are so cheap. 
It costs only $80 to rent a dried seafood shop in the market, and 
a three-storey house will sell for a mere $1 million.
 Mr. Chan remembers when there was a riot in Sha Tau Kok 
during the Cultural Revolution. “There was this rally – I was a 
kid and I had nothing better to do so of course I went along,” he 
says. “Then people started to throw stones and then the police 
fired tear gas – it was so unbearable.”
 Even if business is on the slow side, Sha Tau Kok is one of 
the friendliest neighborhoods in Hong Kong. 
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How to get there? 
First you need a permit to get in. To get one, a villager must sign 
an application form for you. Go to the Closed Area Permit Office 
at Sheung Shui Police Station (8 Sha Tau Kok Rd., Fanling, 2860-
4143) with the villager. Hand in your form, wait for around 30 
minutes and collect your permit. Finding the villager? Ay, there’s 
the rub. 
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01/ MacIntosh “Cathedrals”
The frontier is literally Hong Kong's “window into China.” During the 
Chinese civil war in 1948, the situation at the border was tense, and 
then-police commissioner Duncan MacIntosh built seven concrete forts 
at the border to keep an eye on the Shenzhen River, which marks the 
border. The forts – nicknamed “MacIntosh Cathedrals” – are still used 
as police lookouts, and have been classified grade-II historical buildings. 

02/ Chung Ying Street and San Lau Street 
The two streets closest to the 
mainland border in Sha Tau Kok 
might be the strangest places in 
Hong Kong. Chung Ying Street 
(literally “China Britain” Street) 
is co-owned by the mainland and 
Hong Kong governments. There 
are no fences separating the two, 
so patrolled security is tight on 
both sides – in fact, only indig-
enous villagers with the right 
permits can enter on the Hong 
Kong side. The only way an 
ordinary Hong Kong citizen can 

enter the street is to apply for a permit (RMB50) from the Shenzhen 
side. This arrangement is reflected in the difference in the uneven 
development of Chung Ying street: the mainland side looks new and 
prosperous, while the shops on the Hong Kong side are open but are 
doing little business. Nearby San Lau Street has a similar problem – the 
once prosperous street with beautiful 1920s architecture is so quiet the 
villagers often joke, “You can fire a machine gun there without actually 
hitting anyone.”

03/ Feng Shui Wood 
This might look like any old forest to you, but according to village 
traditions this is one of the so-called “feng shui woods.” According to 
traditional beliefs, the woods are auspicious, and are a major feature of 
many villages in southern China. 

04/ Lin Ma Hang Lead 
Mine 
This mine was closed down in 1962 
and now houses Hong Kong’s only 
major bat colony in its maze of caves. 

05/ Residence of Ip Ting-sz             
Ip Ting-sz was a Thai Chinese who joined Sun 
Yat-sen’s revolutionary force and participated 
in the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty in 1911. 
His former home has been preserved as a Grade 
II historical building. 

06/ Ta Kwu Ling Police Station 
This police station is also a Grade II historical building, thanks to British 
police inspector N.J. Ashmore who collected old furniture and farming 
tools from the nearby villages and turned it into a mini-museum. It’s also 
the place to queue up for a temporary permit to enter the zone. «
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What do you think about opening up the closed area? Write to 
letters@asia-city.com.hk. The Planning Department also welcomes 
the public to send their views to srpd@pland.gov.hk.

07/ Sandy Ridge Cemetery 
A 50-minute walk from Lo Wu KCR station, 
this cemetery is as out there as it gets. It’s 
famous for housing some of the richest 
and poorest of Hong Kong together. Many 
wealthy Chiu Chow families have their 
graves there. Tycoon Li Ka-shing’s father 
and brother were buried there until last year, 
when the grave of Li’s wife in Chai Wan was 
vandalized and subsequently all three graves 
were relocated for security. 

08/ Heung Yuen Wai Tower
Built in 1928, this four-storey tower resembles the 
Diaolou watchtowers in the Guangdong city of 
Kaiping, which have just been added to Unesco’s 
World Heritage list. It was used by the Man family to 
safeguard against bandits. 

09/ Muk Wu Village
This picture-perfect village is just feet from the 
Shenzhen River, centuries-old village architecture 
before the cityscape of Shenzhen.  

10/ Ecological treasures 
Thanks to the lack of development, the frontier zone 

is the most pristine natural area in Hong Kong. The Lin Ma Hang stream and 
A Chau have both been labeled by the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation 
Department as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). Lin Ma Hang Stream 
has rare freshwater fish, while A Chau is a popular habitat for egrets and gulls. 

11/ Sha Tau Kok Pier
The government spent more than $60 million to build the longest pier in 
Hong Kong (300 meters), apparently forgetting that most people can’t use 
it since it’s in the closed area. Oops! This pier is now so underused that less 
than 200 people use it a day, though it 
can accommodate at least 1,900. This 
should be a pier open to the public as 
the booming eco-tours in nearby Kat O 
and Lai Chi Wo are hindered by the fact 
that it takes too long to get there. Right 
now you need to take a boat for an hour 
to get to Kat O from Tai Po, but the 
journey is only 20 minutes if you leave 
from the Sha Tau Kok pier. n

Opening Up Or Not? 
The opening up of the frontier zone might be good news, but 
conservationists and urban planners are worried the development that 
follows will be yet another disaster for Hong Kong’s green areas.
 After hearing the news, many indigenous villagers have 
expressed a wish to sell their land to property developers. Legislator 
Cheung Hok-ming, also the vice-chairman of villager representative 
group Heung Yee Kuk, said he hoped the land could be developed into 
a light industrial area that would attract local manufacturers back from 
the mainland. 
 Isn’t that a bit of déjà vu? Whenever an area is opened up for 
development, villagers are often eager to sell the land to developers, 
regardless of its conservation values. A classic example is Long Valley, 
where the wetland was sold to the KCRC in order to build a railway 
(one famed villager even said, “I barely see any birds here”). 
 One major obstacle in developing the closed area is its 
conservation importance. Many of the ponds in the area have been 
classified with ecological value, while many wetlands are also 
protected by laws, SSSIs (Site of Special Scientific Interest), century-
old villages and graded historical buildings. 
 Conservationists warn that an ecological disaster might be 
unavoidable after development in the closed area, because right now 
it is linked to the Wu Tong Shan Suburban Park in Shenzhen, which 
provides an important ecological corridor between the two cities. 
Development would ruin that. 
 Indigenous villager Tsang Yuk-on believes there are plenty of 
villagers who would be desperate to sell their land after the area is 
opened, but he believes proper planning could avoid radical changes. 
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